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Our country has implemented the economic reforming for more than20 
years, the market economy has developed enormously, to adapting to the 
market economy development, our country has established the relatively 
complete market economy legal framework in succession. With market 
economy developing, it has initiated the massive conflicts of intrerest, along 
with it ,a lot of lawsuits emerges, our country practices faces  instead a  
problem which the entity statutory basis is insufficient, but a problem that it is 
hard to enforce the legal documents- " difficult enforcement". " difficult 
enforcement" is the rub that has disturbed the people's court  for many years, 
at the same time ,it derives the phenomenon as " enforce chaotically", " 
enforce  randomly" . Although all levels of people's court make every effort 
to solve these problems , the Central Committee of the CCP in retransmiting 
the Supreme People's court's report on as to solving  " difficult enforcement", 
requests all levels of party committees, the governments support the court's  
enforcement with all one's strength , it may be said all levels of courts, the 
governments have pay great attention to enforcement. But in the enforce 
routine, without the effective surveillance and   restriction  for  enforce 
officers, without the effective relief ways and methods for the enforce parties 
and the interested people , the phenomenon which rights and interests of the 
the enforce parties and the interested perpon are damaged  often occurs,  it 
has badly damaged the court's image and judicial authority. Therefore, it is 
meanningful to strengthen the research on the enforce relief system, to 
analizes and solves the  problems existing in the enforce practice.   
 In view of the prblems existing in the enforce relief system , this article  
carries on the elaboration from five parts. The first part focuses on the  















representation of the enforce relief system, has a preliminary understanding to 
the related principles of the enforce relief system in our country  ; The second 
part introduces American, German, Japanese, Swiss and   Taiwan area 
related legislation style, has the approximate understanding to overseas and  
Taiwan area related laws; The third part reconsiders the present enforce relief 
system in our country ,  points out the problems existing in the enforce relief 
system in our country; The fourth part proposes the principles which should be 
followed in reforming the enforce  relief system, provides the methods for 
perfecting the enforce relief system ; The fifth part is this article's key 
point ,the designs to perfecting the enforce relief system,   in this part  the 
author proposes constructing the  frame of the enforce relief system  in our 
country and provides some suggestions for the draft. of the enforce law.   
The article tries to evaluate the related stipulation of the enforce relief 
system of the overseas , the Taiwan area and  our country  with the method  
of comparing to the enforce relief system of the overseas and the Taiwan area, 
basing-upon  the  practice and the perfecting of the enforce relief system   
in our country,  makes every effort to outline the enforce relief system  
clearly.  
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